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A row of brightly painted dustbins suddenly emerged along Orchard Road in early 2008, 
surprising unsuspecting passersby unused to such public displays of art. The dustbins 
were painted under a project called Creative Home, which was conceptualized by a 
young man called Faris Basharahil and his friends. Encouraged by the positive public 
response to their project, Faris and some of his friends decided to take it a step further 
and set up Social Creatives, now a registered charity with Institution of Public Character 
(IPC) status. However, Social Creatives’ revenue has been volatile and the organization 
has found it hard to move beyond bread and butter issues. Is this symptomatic of the 
general problem that social enterprises face, or is this a challenge that Social Creatives 
has to deal with specifically?  
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1 Organizational History of Social Creatives 
 
Social Creatives emerged in 2008 from the 5-month-long Creative Home program, with 
3 individuals involved in Creative Home coming on board to serve as directors of Social 
Creatives. One of them, Faris – then Organizing Director of Creative Home, is now the 
chief executive and a director of Social Creatives. The main focus of Social Creatives is 
community art, which refers to artistic activity in a community setting. Community art 
strives to inspire social change and empowers the community members who come 
together to create artworks with artists. Social Creatives specialises particularly in public 
mural painting: a throwback to one of the earliest forms of human interaction, cave 
painting. Its value proposition lies in connecting three different groups of society 
together, namely, professional artists, budding artists and the community at large. This 
will be further elucidated in section 2.  
 
1.1 Mission and Vision 
 
Social Creatives believes that art has a purpose to transform lives, and hence sets up its 
mission to make Singapore more colourful both visually and emotionally. Visually, 
through the vibrancy of colours that they add to public spaces; emotionally, for the 
colours to seep beneath the surface. Whenever an individual takes part in Social 
Creatives’ community art projects and leaves behind a paint mark, it draws him/her 
closer to Singapore because he/she has had a hand in building up his/her homeland. 
This sense of purpose and rootedness helps make Singapore a more emotionally 
meaningful place for those involved. 
 
Social Creatives aims to be the leading organization in community art through youth 
development. They have a special emphasis on youth, as they strongly believe that youth 
are the future of Singapore. Youth also have much to gain in terms of character and 
artistic development through their involvement in Social Creatives’ projects. 
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1.2  Core Values 
 
 The core values at Social Creatives can be summarised succinctly by the acronym 
ABCD, which stands for: against artistic dilution; balance in our approach; connect 
people as assets; and discrimination is a no-no. The management at Social Creatives has 
also developed 10 golden rules, which are as follows: 
 

1) If it's within your capacity and ability, no is not an answer. 

2) Please report directly to your supervisor on all and any medical issues you may have. 

3) Never reject someone who wants to be involved. Reply within 3 days or reply saying you 
will reply. 

4) No verbal work communications after 2300h unless the situation calls for it or there is 
an event the next day. 

5) Chain of command is of vast importance. Do not jump the gun! 

6) Do not arrow up. 

7) For projects, priority and welfare go to participants/beneficiaries, partners and then 
staff, but for other purposes, it's the other way round. 

8) Service before self. 

9) Social Creatives should be treated as your home, but no laundry please. 

10) If you receive $1 from Social Creatives, you are an ambassador. 

The core values and the 10 golden rules are posted around the office. They serve as a 
daily reminder for the members of the organization to embrace and reflect the 
organization’s culture. 
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1.3 Timeline of Strategies 
 
When Social Creatives started in 2008, the concept of community art was almost non-
existent. Hence, it was imperative for Social Creatives to reach out to and educate the 
public. One of the first things that Social Creatives did was to engage the grassroots as 
that was where strong community ties lay. Social Creatives also promoted different 
forms of art, including visual art, music and digital design. 
 
After one year, Social Creatives decided to focus on murals as their subject form. This 
change in direction was motivated by the reality that murals offer greater market 
opportunities and higher profitability. Nevertheless, other media are still used to 
supplement visual arts. For example, artworks are digitalised into dustbin skins or large 
format prints. Having reached out to the grassroots previously, Social Creatives now 
concentrates its efforts on the engagement of schools through a range of programs, thus 
bringing students on board as volunteers for its activities.  

 
After Social Creatives was registered, it tried to look for seed funding. When it 
approached the Comcare Enterprise Fund (which seed funds start-up work-integration 
social enterprises), it was directed to submit its funding request to Creative Community 
Singapore (a unit of the Ministry of Information, Communications and the Arts which 
promotes the growth of the creative industries). It successfully received a lower-tier 
grant of $20,000 from Creative Community Singapore. 80% of the grant was given 
upfront, and the remaining 20% upon the submission of a report. Social Creatives had 
hoped to qualify for the higher-tier grant of $200,000 the year after. However, the 
Creative Community Singapore unit was discontinued. From 2010 onwards, Social 
Creatives stopped receiving funding from the Ministry of Information, Communications 
and the Arts and the National Youth Council. As a result, it was forced to be self-reliant 
and to expand the potential pool of funds it could tap into. For instance, it saw the 
potential of tapping into the human resource management budgets of corporations, and 
started offering corporations unique team-building experiences with a social 
responsibility and artistic slant. Its major achievements in 2010 included breaking even 
for the first time, and securing paint donations from Nippon Paint for the next three 
years.  
 
Social Creatives became effectively grant-free in 2011. Moving forward, its strategy is to 
straddle income generation and engagement in community projects, so that it can be 
self-sustainable and yet give back to the community. In 2011, it focused on its core 
clientele of corporations and undertook some government projects. At the same time, it 
actively performed social service engagements with marginalized communities and 
launched its first two void deck art galleries.  
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2 What Social Creatives Does 
 
2.1 Social Impact 
 
To reiterate, Social Creatives is a non-profit arts social enterprise that specializes in 
community art and the creation of public murals. It received its institution of public 
character status on 5th December 2008, under the social and welfare category of the 
charities sector. It brings different groups of people together by using community art as 
a medium to make Singapore more colourful and inclusive. 
 
Social Creatives adopts a triangular approach in engaging three groups of beneficiaries 
to serve the community. It plays the role of an intermediary and engages the three 
groups of beneficiaries differently, depending on project requirements. Its direct 
beneficiaries are the three groups pictured in Figure 1, and its indirect beneficiaries are 
the community at large. 
  

  
Figure 1 – Direct beneficiaries of Social Creatives’ projects 
  
Mentor artists refer to professional artists and art lecturers. They are instrumental in 
conceptualising and ensuring the quality of the artworks, and serve as guides to the 
other groups. Social Creatives has worked with a range of mentor artists over the years. 
These mentor artists can gain reputational benefits and goodwill by being involved in 
community art, and can also enhance their portfolios by taking on the art projects. 
However, as they are likely to be eminent in their field, they are sought after by better 
paying commercial organizations, and hence can only afford to help out with one-off 
projects at Social Creatives. In addition, some mentor artists are affiliated with art 
galleries and face issues of representation. Social Creatives accords the title of resident 
artist to those mentor artists who have contributed to Social Creatives’ projects more 
than 5 times. 
 

Mentor	  
Ar)sts	  

Non-‐
Ar)sts	  

Budding	  
Ar)sts	  
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Budding artists include art students and hobbyists who tend to have the most to gain 
from volunteering. They benefit from the guidance given by the mentor artists, who can 
help improve their techniques and augment their portfolios. Volunteering with Social 
Creatives contributes to their community involvement project (CIP) hours, and may give 
them new reference points for school projects. They also benefit from the character 
development that takes place as they engage in helping the community. One budding 
artist interviewed indicated that she enjoyed her task, as she could “draw as much as 
[she] wanted,” while serving the community. 
 
Non-artists are an all-encompassing group of beneficiaries – they range from 
mainstream volunteers to corporate employees to beneficiaries of social service 
organizations. Corporate employees can develop team spirit by signing up together to 
work on Social Creatives’ art projects. Disadvantaged communities who are beneficiaries 
of social service organizations can benefit from the art therapy, and develop a greater 
sense of pride and happiness through taking charge of their art projects. 
 
The indirect beneficiary of Social Creatives’ projects is the community at large, which is 
blessed with a more vibrant and colourful living space. Residents living near the void 
deck galleries are generally happy with the public murals, commenting that they 
“beautify the environment” and can be “enjoyed by both young and old.”  
 
To date, Social Creatives has exhibited its portable mural in five countries, created a 
mural in Toronto, Canada, and engaged over 20,000 people in the creation of artworks. 
Its beneficiaries also include social service. A manager from the Institute of Mental 
Health (one of Social Creatives’ social service organization partners) indicated that its 
patients’ moods significantly improved after their wards were painted (refer to Exhibit A 
for quotes by beneficiaries). 
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2.2 Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats 
 
Social Creatives’ organizational strengths and weaknesses, and the opportunities and 
threats presented by its environment can be summarised as follows: 
 

 
Figure 2 – Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 
 
One of Social Creatives’ biggest strengths is its unique value proposition; no other social 
enterprise in Singapore benefits communities through community art. The originality of 
its idea serves Social Creatives well, in terms of taking on income-generating projects. 
Its customized approach to projects means that all situational factors are taken into 
consideration and that no two projects are ever the same. Social Creatives also benefits 
from its committed staff, who share a common passion for its cause. The culture of 
openness at Social Creatives and the flexible working hours further contribute to the 
enthusiasm and creativity of its staff. Moreover, the team members at Social Creatives 
come from a diverse range of backgrounds, which allow for fresh perspectives from 
talented personnel. 
 
Social Creatives’ major weakness is its constant struggle to maintain financial 
sustainability; as mentioned by Faris, “we (Social Creatives) have bread but no butter.” 
Although Social Creatives is currently able to cover its ongoing project expenses, there is 
very little surplus for capacity building or for future large-scale projects. As a result, its 
operations are very limited, and are carried out on a year-by-year basis. Although it 
would like to exploit opportunities such as mural tourism, it unfortunately has to focus 
on its basic operations first before diversifying into other activities. 
 

Strengths	  
•  	  Unique	  Idea	  
•  	  Customized	  Approach	  
•  	  Commi>ed	  Team	  

Weakness	  
• Bread	  and	  Bu>er	  Issues	  
• Lack	  of	  high	  level	  contacts	  
•  	  Lack	  of	  career	  progression	  
opportuni)es	  

Opportuni)es	  
•  	  Public	  more	  knowledgeable	  
about	  Community	  Art	  

•  	  $210M	  Community	  
Engagement	  Plan	  	  

Threats	  
•  	  Idea	  Easily	  Imitated	  
•  	  Government	  bodies	  
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Another weakness is Social Creatives’ lack of credentials; it is still a young social 
enterprise helmed by a team of newcomers onto the scene. As such, it lacks contacts 
with corporations at an executive level. Although it has secured over 50 corporate 
projects, most of its relationships with these corporations are with their junior 
executives and not sufficiently with the corporate people at the top. This makes it hard 
for Social Creatives to get corporations to consider their value proposition seriously, 
thus limiting its income stream. Lastly, while Social Creatives has a team committed to 
its cause, the lack of career progression within the organization may be an issue for the 
more ambitious employees. As such, after about 3 years, its employees may look for 
alternative career opportunities to further their careers. While turnover may be a 
problem for Social Creatives, its management does encourage its employees to look for 
better prospects outside of the organization. 
 
Through Social Creatives’ marketing efforts over the past years, the public has become 
more aware of the concept of community art. This makes members of the public more 
receptive to volunteering for its projects and purchasing certain art services that it 
offers, thus giving it an opportunity to tap into a larger and more open market. The 
S$210 million Community Engagement Masterplan announced during the 2012 Budget 
debate also presents another huge source of potential funding that Social Creatives 
could tap on. This amount of government funding will be spent on arts and culture over 
the next four financial years, to increase community touchpoints and public 
appreciation for the arts. 
 
There are a number threats that Social Creatives faces. While its idea is original, 
competitors (including even government bodies) can easily imitate what it does and thus 
diminish its role as an intermediary in the community art space. For instance, People’s 
Association has adopted wide-scale dustbin painting after the success of the Creative 
Home project. Another signature project initiated by Social Creatives comprises its void 
deck art galleries, which aim to bring art to the heartlands. However, grassroots 
associations have recently been given grants to set up their own “community art 
galleries,” which are in essence similar to Social Creatives’ void deck art galleries. Hence, 
Social Creatives is at risk of being sidelined by these organizations as they are better able 
to galvanise heartland residents and volunteers through their community links. Also, 
government funding is mostly channelled to government agencies, with the People’s 
Association receiving the most funds. Indeed, a more supportive, involved relationship 
between Social Creatives and various government bodies would generate the most 
synergy; however, government bodies seem reluctant to involve Social Creatives in their 
projects. 
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3  Organizational Structure of Social Creatives 
 

3.1 Human resources 
 
As a company limited by guarantee, Social Creatives has 3 members: Faris himself, 
Colin Goh and Khairul Anwar Baharudin. Its board consists of the following individuals: 
Colin Goh (who serves as the chairman of the board), Faris, Jennifer Soen and Phan 
Ming Yen.  The board members (who serve in a fiduciary position) govern Social 
Creatives and are in charge of making new connections and ensuring growth. By 
contrast, its management oversees the day-to-day operations.  

  
Figure 2 –Social Creatives’ management organizational chart 
 
Figure 2 above depicts the organizational chart of Social Creatives. It has a total of 7 full- 
time staff and a varying number of part-timers. There are 2 deputy director positions. 
One of them is filled by Amanda Chen, the “money-builder” who is in charge of 
community and enterprise department and corporate deals. The other position, deputy 
director for art and administration, is still vacant. The art and administration 
department is further divided into another 2 unit: art and spaces, and administration. 
The art and spaces unit manages the gallery and artists, while the administration unit 
takes care of the day-to-day running of the organization.  
  
Social Creatives does not have a top-down structure.  Rather, the organizational 
structure is U-shaped with a cover on top: both departments at the top reach down, but 
are still connected with each other. The lack of a top-down culture is illustrated in the 

Board  Director and Chief Executive 

DD (Art & 
Admin) 

Senior Manager 
(Art & Spaces) 

Artistic 
Managers 

Company Manager 
(Admin) 

Executives 

Part-time 
staff 

DD (Community and 
Enterprise) 
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daily operations: rotation of duties is common, and autonomy is granted to the 
employees. At times, Faris can even be seen scrubbing paint off the floor. 
  
After having experimented with many different types of organizational structures, Faris 
now feels that this latest structure works because it allows for succession planning – a 
perennial concern.  With this new structure, the deputy director can move up should the 
CEO leave. Generally, when there is a missing link, the organizational members at the 
top and the bottom can fill it. 
  
Faris himself actually wears 3 caps: founder, director and chief executive. There is some 
conflict of interest as he plays both governance and management roles. Currently, he is 
not allowed to recruit new board members. But the other existing board members are 
given the power to recruit new board members. The new board members to be recruited 
should ideally be people who have strategic connections and can take the organization to 
new heights (for instance, individuals with expertise in donor management, individuals 
who engage in high-end corporate projects, and individuals who can guide the 
organization towards new areas such as architecture). Social Creatives also looks out for 
young advocates with lots of energy as potential board members. These characteristics 
will ensure that the board members are effective in fulfilling their roles, instead of being 
perfunctory. 
 
Currently, Social Creatives does not provide basic employee welfare benefits, because it 
has still yet to overcome bread and butter issues. For instance, it is unable to offer 
maternity leave, or meet CPF requirements. Since 2011, the government has stopped 
providing monetary assistance for Social Creatives to cover these basic provisions. 
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3.2 Organizational Performance 
 

Social Creatives’ performance targets can be represented by the acronym REAL: 
 

Ø Ripples – Extent of influence and number of supported projects 
Ø Education – How much people benefit and learn 
Ø Artistic development – Whether people develop their artistic side 
Ø Liabilities – Financial liabilities such as debt, including cash flow 

developments 
 
Social Creatives also has differing 5-year and 20-year plans (see appendix for examples), 
but these do not receive much attention currently as short-term needs are the more 
pressing priority. It has detailed specifications to calculate each performance target, 
based on the organizational goals that are set during its management retreat and in 
consultation with the board. 
 
3.3 Individual Performance 
 
For individual employees, Social Creatives has no set targets1. Instead, it uses a “360-
degree holistic evaluation”, where both qualitative and quantitative aspects are taken 
into account. Employees are assessed based on peer evaluation and rewarded based on 
the organization’s financial ability. Every employee has a supervisor who keeps track of 
his/her email correspondence with outsiders, amongst various other performance 
indicators. Employees are also allowed to write their own work-in-progress reports and 
plan their own calendars and schedules. 
 
3.4 Incentive Structure 
 
Since everyone has a stake in the organization, employees are rewarded based on Socail 
Creatives’ ability to give out rewards. There is no formal reward system (e.g., there is no 
13th-month bonus, which the organization cannot afford), but small bonuses are given 
out based on appraisals by supervisors and approval by a director. Employees are 
evaluated on a case-by-case basis, especially if the organizational targets are not 
reached. According to Faris, the targets are for employees to strive for. He admits that 
the organization can sometimes be too optimistic and sets targets that are too high. He 
comments that, “If you aim for the tree, you get the ground. If you aim for the HDB flat, 

                                                
1 Only the deputy director has a contractual agreement of bringing in a minimum amount of sales in order 
to get paid. The rationale is to ensure a minimum contribution and provide focus. Overall, there is more 
emphasis to achieve the goals are through monitoring. 
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you get the tree. So, aim for the stars; if you don’t get them, at least your efforts are 
beyond this world.” 
  
Since all staff work on a contractual basis, they are technically evaluated every quarter 
when their contracts are up for extension. Owing to the contractual nature of their jobs, 
they do not receive contributions to their Central Provident Fund (CPF) accounts, but 
are encouraged to top up their CPF accounts. This arrangement was suggested by the 
law firm that serves as Social Creatives’ corporate secretary, as well as the previous 
board of directors.  
 
Employees may be rewarded with both contract extensions and pay rises for outstanding 
performance. There was an employee who earned $1,100, but whose salary was 
increased to $2,400 in a year. Such increments are not often found in other 
organizations. Social Creatives is not strict on medical leave, as long as results are 
delivered. Medical certificates are only required for management and board meetings. 
 
3.5 Feedback Channels 
 
Social Creatives encourages and is very receptive to feedback. However, there is no 
structured feedback program. Instead, there are avenues for communication, such as 
weekly management meetings where employees are allowed to discuss any pertinent 
issues. Management retreats also provide opportunities for staff to give feedback. After 
receiving feedback, Social Creatives acts on it if appropriate, inspiring a culture of 
positive change in the organization. Nevertheless, gathering and implementing feedback 
is also a challenge for the organization, as doing so consumes more of the limited 
resources. It would be ideal for the organization to conduct regular feedback and 
evaluation sessions and build up interpersonal relationships, but there is simply 
insufficient capacity. 
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4 Financials of Social Creatives 

 
Social Creatives has been making a surplus for the past two years. Its internal revenue 
stream comes from artwork, mural programs, workshops and event organization. Of all, 
mural programs and events are the greatest revenue generators (refer to the profit-and-
loss statement). Recently, it has managed to secure a few GEBIZ (Government 
Electronic Business) projects as well. It takes on both income-generating and non-
income-generating projects, which ensure that it can be financially self-sustaining while 
reaching out to the community (refer to Exhibit B). 
 
Apart from generating its own income, Social Creatives also aims to capitalise on its IPC 
status to secure donations and grants of various forms. Over the past two years, the 
average proportion of fee income to donations was approximately 18%2. Since 2010, it 
has secured generous donations of paint totalling more than $450,000. In 2012, it 
received cash donations of $56,000. It also managed to obtain a rent-free one-year 
tenancy of a shop space in Millennia Walk, valued at about $500,000. Social Creatives 
also receives funds based on service; for instance, a corporation can sponsor it to paint 
murals for a charitable cause. However, it has been challenging to secure government 
grants more recently, and there have been multiple occasions when it has had to survive 
on its own limited resources. Indeed, Social Creatives faces many financial constraints. 
It is cash-strapped and lacks a one-year upfront working budget, which puts its work in 
a precarious position. A sizable proportion of its donations, such as paint, are in-kind; 
these are very necessary for operations but do not help to ease its liquidity burden as 
much as cash donations.  
 
Social Creatives has faced much volatility in its financials, due to its changing external 
environment, as well as its difficulty in finding income-generating projects. With the 
restructuring of the erstwhile Ministry of Community Development, Youth and Sports 
(MCYS) into the new Ministry of Social and Family Development and the new Ministry 
of Culture, Community and Youth, Social Creatives faces a challenge to continuously 
adapt and find its own footing in the new schema to seize potential opportunities. In 
2011, it managed to obtain project grants amounting to $161,000 from the Prime 
Minister’s Office (specifically, the National Integration Council). However, the National 
Integration Council had a change of members and priorities and rejected Social 
Creatives’ grant request in 2012, referring them instead to the National Arts Council, 
which unfortunately also rejected it four times. Both councils likely experienced 

                                                
2 Profit-and-loss draft year ended 30 June 2012 
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ambiguity in categorizing Social Creatives’ work under either “engagement” or 
“development”, since public murals could be classified under both the community and 
the arts.3 The organization’s inability to fall neatly under a particular category defined 
by the government, as well as its IPC classification under the miscellaneous “Religion 
and Others” category, deprives it of various direct government assistance schemes such 
as grants. 
 
Social Creatives’ wage expenses amounted to about $76,000 for the year ended 30 June 
2012, i.e., around 11% of total expenditure. Although the donations it received amounted 
to $56,000 this year, it does not have any intentional donor-cultivation or fundraising 
activities. The last fundraising activity it did was a flag day, which was conducted more 
to commemorate its newly acquired status as an IPC, and to make Singapore’s streets 
more vibrant. It was meant to nurture more public interest rather than to raise money. 
 
In order to move towards financial self-sustainability, a key strategy for Social Creatives 
would be to target companies that engage in activities such as mural programs, 
workshops and events. The organization aims to move away from targeting 
corporations’ limited and competitive corporate social responsibility budgets. Instead, it 
now aims to target corporations’ marketing and/or human resources (HR) budgets, 
which are larger. As Social Creatives operates on a very visible platform of painting 
public murals, it has some leverage in targeting companies’ marketing budget. Also, it 
hopes to tap on companies’ HR budgets by proposing a unique, alternative, memorable 
and meaningful team-bonding activity through mural painting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
3 Murals can help keep our community colourful. Today May 30 2011 
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5 Organization Culture of Social Creatives 

 
As elucidated earlier, Social Creatives has 4 core values it abides by, represented by 
ABCD – against artistic dilution; balance in our approach; connect people as assets; 
discrimination is a no-no. These values are emphasized through the leader’s actions and 
espoused by posters around the office. Social Creatives typically polishes up the murals 
that have been painted by corporate staff or workshop attendees, to ensure that they 
look artistically beautiful before releasing the murals to the companies or the public. It 
adopts a balanced, three-pronged approach towards managing the mentors, budding 
artists, and non-artists. To connect people as assets, it looks more at passion and 
interest, rather than qualifications, in its recruiting process. It views people as assets 
regardless of age, and discriminates against no one. For instance, it has a strong focus 
on youth engagement, and had mobilized 16-year-olds to paint the whole National 
Youth Council building. In addition, during a company mural painting activity, Social 
Creatives’ artistic manager treated all of the company’s staff equally, and directed the 
CEO and the rank-and-file staff on the mural painting assignment in the same manner. 
The practice of these core values shapes the organizational culture of Social Creatives.  

  
5.1 Organizational Innovation and Change 

 
Social Creatives is very open to innovation, and this fact can even be found in its name. 
To be in alignment with the requirements of the National Youth Council’s Youth 
Organization Capability Development Fund, it has created over 20 standard procedures 
to firm up its operations and management. It has also carried out strategic planning 
under the incubation program of the Social Innovation Park. In 2012, the Chief 
Executive of Social Creatives, Faris, participated in the Non-Profit Management 
Programme for the 21st Century offered by the NUS Lee Kuan Yew School of Public 
Policy, to improve his capability to lead the organization. 
 
According to Faris, “innovation is not creating new ideas but building upon and 
connecting ideas”. To him, art is a mix of colours. There is no new colour, but multiple 
possibilities exist in terms of the complexity in tones, shades and textures. The challenge 
is how one can make art relevant to the current context. For instance, Social Creatives 
started with just people and paint. Subsequently, it started to become more consumer-
centric and conducted surveys to find out what were people’s favourite colours, and even 
developed a standard operating procedure for painting murals (refer to Exhibit C). This 
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ensured that its murals would be more well-received, thus achieving its objective of 
making Singapore more colourful emotionally and visually.  It also did a first-ever Van 
Gogh void deck art gallery in 2011, making murals more accessible to the public. It is 
currently working to improve its supply chain and deliverables, so that it can remain 
relevant and improve itself. It has outsourced its accounting to ensure that it focuses on 
their core capabilities. 
 
Social Creatives has had to deal with other organizations agencies which copied its 
ideas, especially after the hugely successful campaign to paint dustbins along Orchard 
Road. Although painting dustbins was an extremely visible and effective activity, the 
ease with which competitors followed suit reduced the branding or differentiation 
associated with the activity. Hence, Social Creatives diversified to painting murals and is 
now the leader in the murals industry in Singapore. In addition, it hopes to improve the 
murals sector by publishing a book called the Pocket Arts Guide, to showcase different 
approaches to community art. It also developed a portal, murals.sg, to document mural 
development of Singapore. 

 
Social Creatives’ innovations come in the form of progressive improvements. For 
instance, its first mural session was very fluid and participative, where anyone could just 
come and paint. Subsequently, it created a briefing system and then a curriculum of 
learning points. It even moved on to offer mural painting in corporate offices and social 
service centres. Similarly, the Social Creatives web portal, which contains a lot of 
information relevant to internal organizational operations, evolved over time from a 
calendar of events webpage. The web portal has improved the efficiency of operations as 
it hosts a centralized finances recording system. This system enables Social Creatives’ 
finances to be promptly recorded for accounting purposes, and for the first time in 
years, the organization has completed its draft reports before its financial year-end. The 
web portal also serves as a learning platform for other organizations. 
 
Innovations in Social Creatives are introduced on a pilot basis, before they are adopted. 
If an innovation is not well received during the fade-in period, it will be faded out. 
Hence, there is not much resistance to change within the organization because new 
ideas are tested before they are officially adopted. Also, new ideas are usually 
incremental rather than radical, and are add-ons to the current operations system. In 
the earlier days, there was some resistance to changes related to bread-and-butter 
issues. One case of resistance arose from a payment scheme for gallery assistants, when 
an intern felt that the gallery assistants were paid too much. Nevertheless, the CEO 
decided to try the scheme out for a period of time. 
 
Some of its innovations have allowed Social Creatives to increase its profitability. For 
instance, its incremental development of painting murals as its core competitive 
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advantage has allowed it to build up skill sets and knowledge relevant to this industry, 
and incorporate such knowledge into its pricing strategy. Currently, it adopts a pizza-
toppings pricing system that is based on add-ons (refer to Exhibit D). 
 
When asked about the success of Social Creatives’ innovations, Faris says, “I think the 
innovations are very useful and increase our capabilities. If I were to rank their 
effectiveness, I will give them a 7.5/10”. What triggers these innovations is the 
organization’s need to survive (akin to a starving artist who does not have enough for his 
material well-being). Hence, Social Creatives often innovates out of necessity, rather 
than self-improvement. Faris hopes that innovations in the future may focus on higher-
level organizational issues such as staff engagement. But in the meantime, basic bread-
and-butter issues dominate, and the organization cannot afford to channel scarce 
resources to innovate in these areas. 
 
Despite Social Creatives’ success in continuously improving its core operations in mural 
painting, it finds it harder to adapt to continual changes in the regulatory and 
institutional framework. Its success in applying for a grant hinges very much on whether 
a particular ministry considers the nature of its work to fall within the perimeters of the 
grant. However, these perimeters may change over time. Hence, when definitions and 
perimeters change, Social Creatives finds it challenging to adapt its operations and 
processes fast enough to secure such grants. 

 
5.2 Organizational Leadership 
 
Faris describes his leadership style as intuitive, laissez-faire and experimental. He is 
open to new ideas and is organic in his approach to management. He believes in 
autonomy, where employees are empowered to make their own decisions. He respects 
their decisions; hence, even when he does not agree totally, he tries not to veto. 
Nevertheless, everything is situational, and there are times when he has to be assertive 
and make the decision on behalf of the organization when it faces dilemmas.  Hence, his 
leadership style is very much based on circumstances and what he deems appropriate. 
He is willing to experiment with new ideas. For instance, he agreed to have a flag day 
although he did not agree with the idea of fund-raising. For that event, he suggested that 
everyone who went out had to don face paint and a costume, in line with the 
organizational mission of making Singapore vibrant. Although the flag day event was 
not that successful in terms of the amount of money raised, it was at least carried out in 
a manner consistent with what Social Creatives represents. 
 
Employee motivation is very important, especially in a social enterprise like Social 
Creatives which cannot afford much financial remuneration. In spite of its financial 
constraints, Faris is not particularly worried about the level of employee motivation, as 
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the nature of the work holds endless possibilities in self-actualization. Employees draw 
inspiration mostly from the support and encouragement of the stakeholders and 
beneficiaries. For instance, a senior citizen cried in front of a manager during the 
painting of his one-room flat. Such joy inherent in the nature of the work spurs 
employees to work harder to fulfil others’ satisfaction. Here, Faris tries to take a back 
seat so that the team can feel the impact of their actions directly. In short, Faris believes 
that “motivation is a fuel that needs constant refuelling and revitalisation”. Thus, to that 
end, Social Creatives has the responsibility of ensuring that employees are constantly 
motivated. 
 
Faris also tries to ensure that employees are satisfied with their jobs by sending 
members of the core organizational team for development or exposure sessions, 
especially overseas. Overseas exposure for the core team encourages greater 
connectedness to Singapore and inspires more new ideas and learning points that can be 
adopted in Social Creatives’ programs. Faris allows the core team members to represent 
the organization by sending them for networking sessions and meetings alone, and this 
gives them a stronger sense of autonomy and greater job satisfaction. Recently, he gave 
up an opportunity for himself to be featured on Suria TV, so that another colleague 
could be featured in the television program. 

 
Faris believes that every employee has a different level of satisfaction. However, he feels 
that the general satisfaction levels among the employees are currently far from ideal 
because of limited employee welfare provisions. For instance, employees are placed on 
contract so that CPF contributions need not be paid, and female employees are not 
entitled to maternity leave. These limitations are due to the tight financial constraint 
that Social Creatives faces, which leaves very little financial resources for employee 
welfare. Also, the government seems to be tentative in its support for community art and 
the creation of public murals, given the traditional link between public murals and 
graffiti and vandalism. Nevertheless, in spite of the financial limitations and 
institutional constraints, there are still people who have been committed to Social 
Creatives over the years and who love their jobs. The key lies in the organizational 
culture, which enables employees to focus less on the limited employee benefits and 
more on the intrinsic rewards that come with their jobs. 
 
Training and development programs for its employees are often lacking, due to the high 
costs of such programs and the financial constraints that Social Creatives faces. Without 
subsidies, it is hard for the organization to offer training opportunities to its employees. 
The organization’s current revenue stream is too low for it expend on employee training 
and development. However, Faris recognises the importance of training. His vision is to 
sponsor everyone in Social Creatives for a university education. He believes that higher 
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education exposes one to diverse ways of learning, and this exposure would be very 
valuable for the organization. 
 
As Faris is the founder, a director, as well as the CEO of Social Creatives, leadership 
succession is a pertinent issue for him. He is not clingy to the organization, and believes 
that new people bring new perspectives and connections. In fact, if there is a suitable 
individual who can take over one of his responsibilities, he would be more than happy to 
relinquish it, as that would improve corporate governance and promote transparency. 
Preferably, within two years, Faris would like to take a back seat. He has been grooming 
Amanda, the next in line according to the organizational structure, for the past few years 
so that she can take over his role once he leaves, ensuring continuity. He believes that 
his successor must be trained in governance. Thus, he often gives Amanda such 
opportunities by asking her to tag along for meetings to get a feel of what his role 
involves. 
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Exhibit A: Quotes by Beneficiaries 
	  
Catherine Chua Siew Hong, Manager, Institute of Mental Health 
 
Thanks to Social Creatives for having this collaboration with IMH for mural paintings 
both in the in-patient wards as well as the pillars of the void decks. For the ward wall 
murals, it gave a sense of new breath, the colours and designs added life and lots of 
meaning to the ‘sterile’ white washed environment of the wards. The impact of these 
murals on patients is really intangible… patients' mood improved as they have 
something to admire and talk about be it the colours or the scene itself. Occasionally 
they connect their past in reminiscing about their experience. Definitely all the murals 
have made a difference in their lives, having colours that is therapeutic for them instead 
of a plain wall. The mural designs on the pillars definitely added colours, life and a sense 
of identity and direction to visitors and staff. 
  
Mr Rajesh Singh, Chairman of Macpherson Zone C Resident’s Committee 
 
Raj was partnered to create the first ever Void Deck Art Gallery and shared, “This is the 
brainchild of Social Creatives and the RC facilitated with the canvas. The work done by 
Social Creatives continues to awe residents and the engagement of the residents and our 
strategic partners of zone c (PCF Macpherson, ITE College East – Macpherson, 
residents and other organizations) continue to be the arena where residents mingle. 
 
Mr Trevor Xie, Executive Director of Student Advisory Centre  
 
"We would like to thank Social Creatives and Nippon Paint for their kind donation of 
330 tins of paints. This is for Student Advisory Centre's Home Improvement Program, 
where we help an average of 5 children per month improve their homes with painting, 
cleaning and fixing of furniture. By improving the children's homes, we help to improve 
their lives. With Social Creatives' help, we are now able to paint an additional 55 
homes!" 
 
Ms Selina Gan, General Manager for Singapore Council of Women’s Organization. 
 
“It was a real pleasure to partner Social Creatives to re-create and repaint the new 
SCWO mural on the 100th anniversary of International Women’s Day. They are a truly 
dedicated, dynamic team whose vision married art with the quintessence of SCWO. By 
their efforts and the efforts of the 100 women and girls who took part in the event, the 
new mural reflects how SCWO constantly reviews our role and update ourselves to 
remain relevant to the ever changing landscape of women’s societal and developmental 
needs.”  
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Exhibit B: Income versus Non-Income Projects 
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Exhibit C: Standard Operating Procedures for Painting of Murals 
 
Objectives 
  

•     To ensure a minimum standard of quality 
•     To ensure a benchmark of developments and improvements 
•     To serve as a guide for new Project Managers 

  
Conducting briefing of Mural Session 
  
a. Introduction of Social Creatives 

•     Past Projects 
•     Emphasis on Community Art 

  
b. Introduction of Community Group 
  

•     Informing of different groups involvement 
•     Informing on groups' purpose, representative and scope of work 
•     Things to look out for in working together 
•     Name sharing and self-introduction 
•     Partnering or mini-groups were introduced 

  
c. Introduction to artwork and location 
  

•     Informing of message 
•     Informing of style of artwork 
•     Artistic direction and purpose of artwork 

  
Involvement (Basic) 
  
a. Artwork has been sketched 
b. There is variety of different involvement (basecoating, 2nd layer, blending, 
background) 
c. Colourbook concept 
  
Involvement (Immediate) 
  
a. Blending and shading of colours 
b. Mixing of colours to form different tones and shades 
c. Impression based on designs 
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Involvement (Advance) 
  
a. Brush strokes 
b. Creation of artwork 
c. Experimenting with Spray Cans 
d. Providing designs of artworks 
e. Sharing of common stories 
  
Debrief and project closure 
  
a. survey forms and details collection 
b. group photo-taking 
c. exchange of numbers 
d. Round table review 
  
Ratio of participations to volunteers and management 
  
Mainstream volunteers 
e.g. From corporations, team of students etc. 
  
1 Mentor Artist: 40 people 
1 Budding Artist: 20 people 
1 Management Staff: 20 people 
1 Director: 250 people 
  
Special needs volunteers 
For every special need volunteer, it is counted as two mainstream volunteers. e.g. 200 
elderly will equates to 400 mainstream volunteers ratio requirement. 
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Exhibit D: Mural Packages 
 

 
  
 
	  
 


